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STUDENT SATISFACTION SURVEY 2021-2022 

1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the class? 

 

2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes? 

 



3. How well were the teachers able to communicate? 

 

4. The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as 

 

5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers. 

 

 

 

 



6 Was your performance in assignments discussed with you? 

 

7 The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student exchange, field 

visit opportunities for students. 

 

8 The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in cognitive, 

social and emotional growth. 

 



 

9 The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow. 

 

10 Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course outcomes and 

programme outcomes. 

 

11 Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you. 

 

 



12 The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications. 

 

13 The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing right level 

of challenges. 

 

14 Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome them. 

 

 

 



15 The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring, review and 

continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning process. 

 

16 The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential learning, 

participative learning and problem solving methodologies for enhancing learning 

experiences. 

 



17 Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.

 

18 Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life skills and 

employability skills to make you ready for the world of work. 

 



19 What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector, Multimedia, 

etc. while teaching.

 

20 The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very good. 

 

21 Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning 

experience in your institution. 

There are no such things to say about the college its good college, education and activities are 

too good. 

# kindly allows usage of mobile phones in the college. 

# make classes more interesting and interactive  

 

Best communication 

Visiting  

It would be great if we were given seminars by faculty/ experts from other countries or states for 

better exposure to the subject. 

 

The professors are excellent in involving students in learning. 

 



If teachers can introduce or give a small lecture on experts/ pioneers in the field, it would garner 

more interest in students. 

Have an update on teaching skills of teachers  

My opinion is that Institution provides best to the students. 

Focusing more on teaching innovatively 

Teaching subjects in a way the students crave for extra knowledge and sprout interest 

Focusing more on education rather than student dress codes.  

Conduct some activities in classes regarding subject matter  

They should give importance to workshop, industry visits. more advanced practical session 

should be held. 

Tablets provided to use at library are outdated and need to be upgraded. Seminar halls present 

are not sufficient to host any big fests or programme, there is a need for bigger seminar hall . 

Feeling proud to be studying in this great institution.  

Want to make some types of activities in the class about the subject. Other than ppts should 

concentrate on other methods.  

Should guide us about the internship and also field visit. Should demonstrate the programs in 

computer instead of writing it on board. And activities should be conducted in class atleast for 

once in a while.  

Should utilize visual teaching instead of using boards, should give certain information about 

internships, job offer.  

1.Teaching is good and understandable. 

2.Few of the lecturer give information about the future life and the career opportunities.  

3.The overall opinion about the college is good, but sometimes the students who are innocent 

also get punished because of other students' behavior. 

We Need A Campus Selection for ( PG Students) For all MS.c courses 

We Need Extra Curricular Activities, We need less theory, Heavy Practical Work  

Teach the subjects out of syllabus which will help at least some students who are in quest of 

subject knowledge.  

1. Tell students sometimes out of subject matter 

2. Tell them about internship and encourage them to go 

Teaching well 

Good  

No suggestions because institution is best 

Teach with real life example, and gain knowledge thoroughly about the topic, teach in polite way 

Teach in polite way 

Teach with real life example 

Make student curious about the topic 

Gain more knowledge about the particular topic 

Excellent teaching  



Fees or exam fees should be reduced 

No suggestions. 

Need Educational Tours 

Good teaching. 

Having the social responsibility. 

Having multi facilities and resources for our education.  

Good teaching  

Having multi facilities and resources for our education.  

Field visit and internship opportunity should be more  

Best college to improve our knowledge as well as field of interest... Our college is known for 

discipline 

Over all teaching is good. But the lecturing by some new professors is difficult to understand. 

Internships, industrial visits and projects work should be given more preference. 

Well good 

1. To use more technology in teaching. 2. To digitalize all the library books. 3. To make the 

learning materials available in digital format more than they are right now. 

Teachers always encourages us do any activity, very supporting and caring. 

Best teachers are available for subjects; they all ways give their best to improve our knowledge. 

The level of teaching is good till date but it can be improved much more by; 

Regular interactive sessions with the students 

Making the classes more interactive with uniqueness filled in the way of teaching 

Conducting stress free and intellectual activities to develop students thinking power 

Now it is very good. 

Student can understand the way of teaching by teacher. It is better to continue this process 

The teaching method is very effective 

I'm satisfied what they have 

You should see our mental health too. Rules are very strict.  

Nice 

As far now, I don't have any specific suggestions to improve learning experience in our college. 

All the facilities are provided to facilitate a student's learning experience. Library is good and it 

has lots of facilities, teaching is also good, mentors identify the students who are poor in 

academics and guide them. 

Conduct some conferences and good workshops interacting with resource persons  

Our college is providing all required facilities to students.  

I am very proud to be the part of SDM and we have the best learning experience. my suggestion 

is that we have, but I want more and more alumni interactions or career guidance programmes 

from every subject. 

Excellent Teaching and Encouragement So no comments  



No suggestions actually everything is fine. 

To provide more co-curriculum activities.  

Use of technology in teaching.  

Promoting research.  

Use more ICT tools and digital game-based learning. 

Use the flipped classroom model. 

Yes they prove good education and teachers are very supportive  

Sending the students for intercollegiate festivals  

Teaching is good  

Everything was good 

No suggestion 

Everything is good  

Compulsory communication in English so as to face the modern days. 

Nothing  

More internship opportunities required  

Teachers is always supportive to us and they and always encourage our ideas and interest. 

Need internships  

Field work 

Industry orientated projects are required  

Having a very good campus  

As of my experience I'm satisfied with the teaching and learning experience in our institution. 

Though the NEP is new to everyone. Our teaching staff are making their best efforts to guide 

their students in academic as well as extracurricular activities. 

The students of our institution have a great support by teachers in the teaching- learning process. 

I would like to use library to the best in my bachelor's learning period. 

I would like to thank our institution and all the teaching and non teaching staff who have 

supported in the teaching - learning process of students. 

The teaching is excellent no need of any improvements rather than teaching all other 

extracurricular activities is done. No need of any improvements this institute is fantastic. 

Wonderful experience  

Nice teaching 

Discipline 

To make students feel comfortable in the campus 

Some teachers to talk politely to students  

Excellent teaching 

No suggestions 

Good college  



1.student friendly Nature 

Student friendly nature 

There overall good 

More friendly nature needed 

All set all fine  

Our institution is best in all ,  

•Share their personal experience to us to understand the difficulty in real life 

• Good at using different types of teaching for making us to understand  

• they make classes so interesting  

1) Like value speak and news reading, there should conduct other activities with can improve 

students confidence in talking in front of group.  

2) More other extra activities.  

3)Continue alumni interaction in more ways.  

1. very good institution with a well knowledge persons  

2.I like suggest others also because there will be a individual interaction of students with 

lectures.  

3. Lectures and others are very supportive in building our career.  

Its a great campus for all to enhance the skills, and experience while learning.  

Retiring room for boys, 

Visual teaching , provide question papers instead of dictating in class it will save time. 

Nothing to say about our lectures everything is perfectly fine among all the lectures 

Not all the teachers , but some teachers don't care about every student. They teach and go. 

They're work is done. They don't care about every student learned that topic or not ! . 

No such suggestions. 

Its a great college for all to enhance the knowledge along with the skills which the corporate 

fields require. Overall its a great college.  

1.Personally like this institution.  

2.The lectures are very supportive in co curricular activities. 

3. Interaction with is more effective  

All teachers are supportive and they create opportunities to build our knowledge, skills. 

Extra progames 

Mobile availability 

1. The teaching level we're getting in college is okay, as a student I don't think it is up to 

expected quality. 

2. Apart from teaching there is so much to do like co-curricular activities and I don't think we're 

encouraged enough as much as a student should. 

3. Only some selected people get the chance to participate in everything, other students won't get 

to show their talents. 

Making partiality between boys and girls.. Some of the lectures did that 



Our institution has a best education system so I don't think it needs to improve because it is much 

improved. 

Theory subjects can be taught through ppt. Everything else is good. 

Good guidelines  

Good Teaching 

Peaceful Environment 

More Facilities  

Good 

Nothing about that all is good 

Everything is good 

The teachers teaches very attractive in the class .they give right instruction to the students to 

develop  

Good Teaching and supporting every time 

Give much more opportunities to students to showcase their talents  

Everything is good  

Good teaching  

No suggestions...I'm proud of the my college  

There no suggestions from my side, teaching is very well and in good quality also. The college 

and lectures are very well and they always encourage to grab the opportunity . 

All of the facilities to provide our institution 

Skill development opportunities  

Training program  

Industrial visit 

Good 

Training, Skill development program, & Industrial field visit 

No suggestions  

No suggestion, overall teaching is good 

Teaching are going good no suggestions  

1.Very good teaching method. 

2.Many competitions can be conducted so that it helpful to develop our confidence and give 

more skills. 

3.Students gets all facilities when we needed it. 

Teachings are going good, there for no suggestions 

Teachings are going good. Therefore no suggestions  

I think all facilities in our institution  

I am satisfied all facilities 

They give all types of teachings there will be no suggestions to give 



Give seminars and make activity class 

Overall teaching learning experience most good 

Good  

Nothing to improve  

Reduction of college hours duration 

More availability of internship  

Conference and interaction based on researchers  

Reduction of college hours duration 

Conference and interactions based on researchers  

More availability of internship  

Good guidelines  

Excellent teaching  

No suggestions 

Good Guidelines  

Nothing 

Take (all departments) students for field visits by which they can get some extra knowledge. 

Thanks  

Reduction of college hours duration. More availability of internships. Highest conference and 

interactions based on researches. 

The classes should be added with many outdoor practical works 

Classes should be added with many outdoor practical works 

Good guidelines  

1. Use of ICT tools 

2. Encourage cooperative learning 

3. Teachers are always helping and kind 

Good guidance 

Reduce special classes 

Teaching has to conduct more effective  

Helps to develop different language skills 

Prefer more student centric  

No suggestions  

Nothing 

This college has a great platform. I am very much satisfied with our college  

Lecturers can discuss more about higher education and job opportunities. They can enlighten 

more about internships. Institution can conduct more fests and functions. 

There are good facilities, there are good teachers, there are good opportunities for future. 

Everything is good 



I am satisfied with our college. And I think it's a good platform. 

Nothing to say about our lectures overall performance of our lectures is good. 

There is no suggestions because they are good at teaching ,each and every activities  

1. Group discussion do help  

2. If the concept is bit tricky projecting video helps the student clear his/her doubt on the spot  

3. Overall observation regarding the teaching method is wonderful with friendly teaching 

environment  

More emphasis on skill based learning  

There is no need because they are teaching excellent  

1)improvement in external teaching and skill development 

2)more practical way 

3)flexible and friendly teaching rather than standardized 

Giving same guidance, same encouragement, same positive response  

Teaching Is very well and Whole syllabus completed  

The subjects should be reduced  

Good  

They give good knowledge to us 

Not a bad clg if leave some rules. 

I satisfy all the facility provided by the institution I think in some particular event have to 

develop 

Good  

Excellent teaching, they provide bunch of opportunities to improve ourselves.. 

No suggestions  

Good teaching in our college 

*Please conduct extracurricular activities like fest, college day and conduct fun activities which 

helps in reducing stress. 

It's a humble request 

Nothing 

Good 

Teaching method is very good.  

This institution provided best faculties for teaching. 

Received a very good service from the teaching staff. 

Provided a suitable environment for study well. 

Keep it up. This Institute follow very well education system, Activities Encouragement 

Field visits to industries must be encouraged  

Nothing  



Please do reduce some of the rules like the dress code and for boys especially for hairstyle and 

beard.. 

They are teaching very well, they are giving information about what to do in future and how to 

improve our skills.  

Internship is needed 

Some practical sessions should be done 

It is good to have a loud voice (sometimes) 

Conducting college day Or other programs 

All teaching staffs are good  

Good college 

Best campus  

As the faculties are student centric they always encourage and support we students in academic 

& extracurricular activities. 

Teaching method is very good. & The college Library helps more in collecting much details 

regarding a particular topic, with the collection of so many great Books.  

The environment of college is the best for students. 

Should send us to field visit.  

Explain by giving some interesting facts and examples 

Hire teacher who actually have knowledge on that field  

We don't have many lectures  

To improve the teaching level 

Improve teaching quality/need qualified lectures/help us for further studies  

Opportunities should be given to all 

They conduct good extension activity to improve our personality development 

Model presentation in case of quantum chemistry topic 

All is well!  

Must be more effective towards average and below average students. 

They conduct good extension activities to improve our personality 

Should concentrate more on below average students. 

Change the lectures  

Give importance to campus recruitment  

Field visit  

requesting to Include field visit 

Requesting to Include field visits 

Field visit 

1) more field visits 



2) more documentary videos 

I have no option because everything is fine 

Very good 

Bring campus selection 

Learning should be more effective and students should not be over restricted in all college places 

Good  

Encourage all students 

Help students to improve their performance 

A best place to learn from and an friendly environment. 

It's good  

None 

None 

Need a educational tour 

Good  

• allow to bring mobile phones 

• shortage of water filter.. 

• no suggestions all fine. 

Nothing 

No suggestions  

According to me overall teaching as well as learning is all perfect and I am very much satisfied 

with this institute.... 

No suggestions but I my observation in institutions library facilities is very well to the students 

attend the competitive exam and parking and gardening is beautiful to the college. 

Nothing 

Nothing  

Good institution. 

It was good 

Interaction between teachers and students help us to gain knowledge and it was helpful during 

the exams  

Already our college has many more improvements.  

1.Increase the practical knowledge in student 

2.Communication in English 

3.Providing opportunities to everyone without partiality  

Nothing 

1. Somewhat freedom in dress code is required like Saturday should be color dress 

2. Attendance necessity should be reduced from 75 to 60 percent 



3. Extracurricular activities should be encouraged more with sufficient college funding and 

resources  

It is a better learning system in our college  

Use more real life demonstrations, use more digital equipments, teach outside the syllabus  

Good excellent  

Not at all 

Not at all 

Nothing..keep it as it is.. 

Need to treat all students equally and complete each topic in easy way 

No other suggestions 

It's good 

Well maintained college 

Support for all activities  

Overall teaching is good. 

Overall teaching is good and keeps supporting 

Good  

Nothing  

Talking with students in friendly 

They are all teaching very good  

Student centric teaching, create platforms to showcase our skills. 

Nothing  

I'm satisfied with their teaching 

College related programs are required 

No 

Nothing  

Now we get good and qualitative education it's enough  

Build a friendly environment among the students which will make them feel comfortable while 

learning  

Need more clearance about subject 

Mobile phones should be allowed to be the part of studies for the students. It is unfair to prohibit 

it in the campus  

Not reached my expectations  

Want some activity in the class 

Want college day and some events 

Teachers want more interaction with students 



Good 

No suggestions. Very good teaching  

Very good experience  

I think there is nothing suggestion about the teaching 

All class are excellent and  

Nothing 

No 

Importance towards 

1. Nature 2. Cleanliness  

Is good 

3. Infrastructure is good 

Institution was good but we graph all opportunities that's it otherwise it's our loos  

Everything is good 

Good 

Everything is good 

Conduct the refreshment activities 

No  

Good library 

Very informative Program conduction 

Good lab  

Everything is fine and going well 

Be polite towards students 

Respect the efforts of the students 

Avoid Shouting , encourage students rather than discouraging  

Teaching is well and good.  

Need more interaction.  

No 

Overall teaching is good� 

Teachers encourage us to participate in various competitions, seminars and also they understand 

us really very good and our Institution provides us with lots of opportunities in many ways so 

that we can show up our talents.  

No suggestion 

Should encourage each and every student 

In institution more skill development activities are conducting, it is good opportunity to improve 

our skills 

Nothing  

Encourage cooperative learning  



No suggestions 

Provide the new tabs  

No suggestions  

Overall teaching is good  

Nothing more  

Good, but still some were missing the interaction with students for some topics... 

No suggestions because they are giving excellent teaching 

Everything is good 

Teaching line is very excellent 

No more suggestions about teaching  

 

Have to focus on some extra co curricular activities like sports day, college day, etc  

Nothing  

Don't have suggestion, its good college always  

No, nothing everything is best of this institution 

Open classes  

Outdoor assignments  

More programming about subject 

My first observation is that modern technology like mobiles are not allowed to college which 

may sometimes effect as laptops cant be brought regularly as many student come from far places. 

Discipline is maintained in a correct manner which i like the best about this college and the 

campus placement 

But my college is lacking in providing coaching for professional exams the main reason is less 

participation of students but taking actions to encourage all of them to take up courses 

It's very good.... 

More friendly with students every time 

improve 

Good 

Using videos to clear the concept. Teaching with more examples, ppt presentation  

Overall it's excellent 

Good 

Using videos to clear the concept. Teaching with more examples, more effective communication 

skills.  

There is a lot of opportunities to our educational growth 

Noo 

Good institution. 



Overall Good  

* Patients and creativity thinking 

* Communicate with parents  

Overall Good.  

Excellent  

No suggestions, overall teaching - learning experience is very well. 

Nothing everything is best 

Give some life lessons and teach finance 

Improve creativity by teachers 

To improve the teaching skills and better interaction with students  

To improve the teaching skills and better interaction with students  

1.More one to one interaction b/w student and teacher required 

2.Class debates required 

3.More subject related activities need to be conducted for better understanding of the subject  

1)should provide more ex 

Best teaching  

Good  

Nothing. Everything is fine and the best.. 

No suggestion  

No suggestions it is a good institution. 

Over all good  

Provides an opportunity to build our career, to improve our knowledge by various activities like 

seminars, various competitions by every departments etc  

Good  

*we need a college days  

* We need some activities to improve ourselves  

Some slow learners couldn't catch up things quickly during class. So instead of saying everything 

twice in the class for them it is better to upload material previously a day or two days before 

discussing the topic. When students come prepared for the class as teachers do it makes class 

more interesting and help to clear all the doubts than just directly jumping into new concepts 

without any idea about it. 

Nothing  

I HAVE A GOOD INSTITUTION 

Good 

Include more field visit  

Use videos to explain a lesson 

Outdoor classes to be provided  



Nothing  

No  

No  

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubt 

Encourage students 

Overall teaching is very good. No suggestions. 

Not to make strict corrections 

Be student friendly 

Effective teaching with some practical examples. 

Field tours. 

Lab equipments should be maintained regularly 

For final year students we need 'job interview' suggestions.  

The college gives us excellent opportunity to develop our skill, here you can show your skill 

anytime.  

Language  

This is my dream college and it is brand of SDM I will study in sdm this my one of dream 

education and culture system you never see in other colleges it means a lot 

1.Give equal right to students to talk  

2.Teachers should given less power 

3.Attender and office management should behave in soft manner  

Identify Student's Learning Technique.  

Identify Student's Learning Technique. 

Internship training must be given 

Already teaching is very well , 

Provided so many of opportunities and gives skill development related training programmes  

Should provide more program. 

Should provide more placement recruitment . 

Good 

Nothing  

1.To give more knowledge about the pattern of NEP structure as we are the first batch. 

2.To provide more practical skills. 

Nothing  

No suggestions bcz teaching is very good 

Some Lectures are good in their field they try to connect to their students but most of the lectures 

fail to do that, there are different teaching skills to the different streams and due to NEP we face 

lot of problems by the lectures. they need to be trained well in these criteria.  

Thank you  



Satisfactory  

Please allow students to bring mobile phones to college and don't encourage for using phones 

inside classes 

Present teaching method is effective. 

Very good , 

The overall teaching is good , but college discipline committee is worst , because they made 

dress code for color dress also, like ankle length etc, the students feels like they are in hell.  

Very well.. 

Nothing  

Good  

1. Study tours or the field visit places related to subjects are sometimes totally not related to the 

subject so please improve them. 

2. Please install the Mike facility to the teachers . 

Encouraging Motivating Good teaching  

Satisfactory 

Well communicative  

Few fields visit would be great. 

Nothing best than live proof than theoretical explanation  

Nothing 

With conducting more and more study related activities, interaction with every student , live 

examples  

It was good and effective  

Career guidance is required 

The semester exam timings must be extended, if possible for another 30 minutes 

Participative learning must be effective 

Improve teaching skill 

Nothing  

Nothing  

Good Liberty. good facilities. good infrastructure. 

Learning experience is well good 

Much more better to explain to the chapters  

Good teachers 

Helping teachers 

Classes in prepared teaching teachers 

Excellent teaching, 

No comments at college overall performance . 

Want More external knowledge, and with examples  



Good  

By using more ICT Tools....will be more effective... 

Excellent, understand able 

Teachers must conducted some open classrooms 

Teachers must finish syllabus to avoid special classes 

Teachers must conduct dept programs for students to improve skills 

Great 

Athyuttama 

No suggestions 

Teaching process is good. 

Nothing  

Nothing 

Conduct the programs for all streams together  

Over all cls is understood 

Good guiders 

No suggestions. My college is the best college and all types of curricular and extra curricular 

activities are provided  

More practical based teaching is needed and more field visits and internship should be done 

Opportunities should be given to All!  

Industrial visit need for students. 

PPT 

Explain in a easy way  

In a slow and understanding method 

Giving some information about competitive exams, and about jobs and about companies  

Very good  

Nothing. Good teaching 

Teach with examples, give opportunity to all, assess fairly 

Our institution is providing a good education  

•Given their best 

•No partiality among students 

• Overall development of students  

Nothing  

All good 

Practical experience requires  

Nothing  



Nothing  

Overall good  

Good  

Encourage active learning  

Good 

Overall teaching is good 

Valuation Should be Liberal  

More Examples For the Concepts 

Mentioning the Important questions while Teaching. 

Nothing 

Good � 

Excellent teaching.. 

Discussion oriented 

Encourage students to take up seminars etc 

More Activities 

More programmes  

More interaction  

Nothing  

Everything is good  

Sometimes student teacher gap is found 

No suggestions 

More interactive classes 

Giving less open book sources 

So far everything is good. 

We have good professor's in or department and everything is good. 

Nothing 

GOOD 

Good  

Institute makes the best use of modern technologies that help students to put up their full interest 

and effort. 

Excellent 

Proud 

Satisfaction 

This college gives me relief , I am fully proud about my college  

Improve the communication with students in a proper way 

Nothing 

overall teaching I's good  



Good teaching and supporting  

Good  

I thank to my teachers for their support for everything 

Nothing  

Theory can also be made interactive with practically implementing that  

No flaws 

Ntg 

No Issue 

Nothing  

Nothing  

Nothing  

*More assignment will help to improve.  

Can provide more internship opportunities for all the courses.  

Our institution provides more opportunities to participate in extra curricular activities  

It is a well known institution  

Looking for more the same  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Students Satisfaction Survey 

Action Taken Report 

On the basis of students satisfaction survey of 2020 -21 we have taken certain measures to 

enhance the teaching learning infrastructure and atmosphere of the campus. 

� The teaching method is too shifted from chalk and talk method to discussion method. 

� Students are given opportunities to speak and express their thoughts on lessons 

� More number of ICT tools was increased in the campus 

� Orientation programme is regularly conducted for newly appointed faculties to know 

more about institution so that they will show their commitment towards the institution 

and do their jobs promptly 

� To easy access the study materials syllabus and reference materials were regularly 

uploaded to EERPMS 

� More number of alumni interactions and field visits were conducted 

� Management has made a policy for internships to get real life experience 

� The college will continuously strive hard to fulfill the real demand of the students 

 


